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Shaz Kaiseruddin is the CEO and Creative Director of American Hijab Design Contest. She has 

inspired many young women to dress beautifully, and also following the Islamic guidelines, 

covering the whole body, except for the face and hands. This may seem challenging, but the end 

work is amazing.  

Cosomo: When did you start wearing the hijab?  

Shaz: I started wearing it when I was eleven years old.  

Cosmo: So, tell me about yourself. What inspired you?  

Shaz: What really inspired me was when one of my friends converted to Islam. She had blond 

hair and blue eyes. Just because she stared to wear the hijab (head covering), people thought that 

she was from a foreign country. I want to change that way of thinking. Having a fashion 

approach will help bring this in a positive light, but also make it fun. 

Cosmo: Can anyone participate? What are the requirements?  

Shaz: Anyone can participate, Muslim or Non-Muslim. This is open for everyone, to show that 

any woman can wear the hijab.  
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Cosomo: What kind of style are you looking for?  

Shaz: Every culture has their own style of hijab, but the American culture seems to lack it. I want 

to make that available . . . for people to embrace it, so it can become the norm and accepted in 

American society.   

Cosmo: Do most people support you? Have you received any negative comments?  

Shaz: Just like anything, there are always going to be people who love it and hate it. Yet, we had 

amazing support from celebrities such as Jennifer Lopez, Rihanna, and Madonna, who have wore 

covered styles on some occasions.    

Cosmo: How do you see this as different between normal fashion contests and this one that you 

are running?  

Shaz: All women can look beautiful, regardless of shape, size, color, etc. They can still dress 

modestly and fashionable at the same time.  

Cosomo: That is pretty interesting. When do you feel like your hard work has paid off?  

Shaz: I always wanted to make a difference in society. Clearing misconceptions about Islam and 

the hijab still needs more time and effort. Not everyone is going to agree with my beliefs or for 

my cause, but at least they would have some understanding or appreciation of it.     

 


